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After a three-year hiatus and some personnel changes, Micky & The Motorcars are back! The Texans present 

their 7
th
 album Hearts From Above with strong new songs, fresh performances and the exquisite level of quality 

they’re known for. Bandleader Micky Braun and his brother Gary with their band are seen as something of a 

subdivision of Reckless Kelly, (the band of their brothers Willy & Cody Braun) – but to think they lack anything 

in quality or recognition on the Texamericana/country rock scene is far off the mark. Quite the opposite: Their 

dynamic in-your-face live shows and their consistently energetic studio outings have won them numerous fans 

since the turn of the century.  Hearts From Above, their 3
rd

 album on Blue Rose Records, is no exception – it’s 

every bit as strong as its predecessors and will continue to bring the band’s special brand of Red Dirt Music into 

the music world! 

 

Micky & The Motorcars and Reckless Kelly both belong to the influential Braun Family Clan that, originally 

from Idaho, settled in the greater Austin area about 20 years ago. Micky and Gary Braun and their Motorcars 

have more of a down-home feel and a real passion for fundamentally Texan country and roadhouse rock.  They 

are a typical 200-plus-shows-a- year live band which also comes through in their direct, no-frills studio 

recordings. After some early albums, the band debuted on Blue Rose Records with Naïve in 2009 and 

subsequently played their first European shows. With the excellent followup Raise My Glass from 2011 they 

continued to make a name for themselves this side of the Atlantic. 

 

And now, after turbulent times, here is Hearts From Above. Hit hard by their bass player Mark McCoy’s tragic 

accidental death in 2012, with a new lead guitarist and a new drummer, the newly-formed Motorcars present 

twelve potent tracks they have been performing live for quite some time which adds to their lived-in feel. The 

new musicians are all Texan-bred: Guitarist Dustin Shaefer is clearly rooted in rock’n’roll and the Lone Star 

State’s Telecaster legacy, bassist Joe Fladger, is a veteran of many local bands, and drummer Bobby Paugh who 

joined in January 2013 provides a steady driving backbeat. Produced for the first time by Reckless Kelly boss 

Willy Braun, the five-piece started recording in early 2014 and created a major album in a short amount of time. 

Plenty of Austin luminaries contributed: Willy & Cody Braun provide guitar, fiddle and harmonies, Marty Muse 

plays pedal steel, Jon Dee Graham lap steel, Bukka Allen keyboards and accordion and Brian Standefer cello. 

With these exquisite guest spots Hearts From Above is clearly the band’s most professional album to date.  

 

As usual, frontman, lead singer and guitarist Micky Braun co-wrote with a lot of friends from the scene: Dustin 

Welch, Brian Keane, Jason Eady, Ted Russell Kamp. Willy Braun contributed to six tracks. Most songs are 

energetic, dynamic, textbook cases of country rock starting with the album-opening title track. The uptempo 

Texas folk of ‘Long Road To Nowhere’ segues into the organ-filled sound of ‘Hurt Again’ and ‘Destined To 

Fall’ which - thanks to Cody Braun’s dominant fiddle - sounds very close to Reckless Kelly.  ‘You Led Me The 

Wrong Way’ is the first of two Gary Braun-songs with a fine pedal steel and Dustin Shaffer’s raunchy electric 

guitar trading licks. ‘Fall Apart’ presents harmonica, acoustic strumming and a twangy electric while ‘My Girl 

Now’ with its hooky chorus precedes the album’s only cover version. ‘Sister Lost Soul’, written by Alejandro 

Escovedo and Chuck Prophet (released on Real Animal), is presented in a Texas honky tonk sound with great 

fiddle playing. ‘Once In A Lifetime Girl’, again replete with fiddle, beautiful pedal steel and harmony vocals, 

reminds us of classic 70s country rock. ‘Southbound Street’ delivers driving, electric roadhouse rock and a few 

guitar duels between Schaefer and Jon Dee Graham on lap steel. After all this uptempo country rock ‘From 

Where The Sun Now Stands’ is a welcome slower number. Micky takes to the piano for Gary & Willy Braun’s 

quiet ballad, accordion, fiddle and cello dominate the arrangement while Gary sings with a wistful note. The 

three new Motorcars sit this one out, only to come back with full force for ‘Tonight We Ride’.  

 

In fact, ‘Tonight We Ride’ may serve as a motto for the album and encapsulates the Micky & The Motorcars 

Texas country rock sound. It’s certain to become a live favorite and perhaps the band’s signature song. 

  

  


